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Love Trumps Hate Forever
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I watched some of the Democratic National Convention and saw the signs “Love Trumps Hate,” and thought,
they left off “Forever.” Love must forever trump hate. Why? Because the great narcissistic republican
campaign engages in hate fests. They are running a mock with their eyes wide shut to the lies and ignorance
they allow into their souls. Just when you thought racism was dying down in America, the Trumpkins came out
of the woodwork screaming, “We hate Blacks, Jews, and Spics and those damn Injuns and Gooks,” so to
speak. “They had better lick our dirty book straps.” All I can say is when we vote, we had better vote right.
Don‘t pass on the responsibility to another registered voter or unregistered voter thinking they are going to step
up to the plate because you didn’t. You will wear that on your sleeve for the rest of your life knowing you
could’ve been the one vote to tip the scales of hate in the lesser direction. Meanwhile, “Oh My God!” Where
did these people come from with all of their hate and dislike for all things not like them. They’ve been here all
this time hating, harming, killing and baiting and what we didn’t see it? We ignored it? What of this racist
agenda that is America’s top open secret? More importantly, lean not on your own understanding, let’s let
Jesus into our hearts and pray for all whose hateful hearts overshadow the pure love that once existed in the
most innocent of souls. Let's Change!
We can’t afford Trump in America. We can’t continue to allow racism into the multicultural world that exists
around us. What kind of animals are we? We treat our pets better than some human beings? We stand up
for animals but not humans? I had hoped this kind of nastiness had passed onto the burning ashes in hell.
There is enough room at the top for a lot more people. There is enough room in America for equal rights and
economics that benefit everyone, not just the Trumpkins. And might I remind you, these Trumpkins are in high
and low offices, they’re our doctors and lawyers in some cases. And how do you feel right now knowing this?
It’s like a punch in the gut! The good news is they didn’t wake up like that, it was taught to them. It was bred
into their psyche to hate. You could call the Trumpkins walking zombies whose hard drives have been
erroneously programmed on purpose by a giant real estate mogul who thinks he is Hitler. Just what America
needs, another Hitler. Love Trumps Hate Forever!
But thank God for his son, Jesus. Thank God for someone to see the racism in America as plain and open as it
is to folks to who don’t live here. The folks who either join the hatred or fess up to their disgust and expose
and address racism in America when many of our own continue to pretend they don’t understand what you are
saying if it’s not speaking to the wellbeing and ignoring the wrongs of White America. Love and forgiveness is
more important for the aftermath of this election. What of these Trumpkins? They aren’t going anywhere, just
like we aren’t going anywhere. This is why love must trump hate forever. We have to conquer racism at all
levels. It’s unfortunate that people have a right to hate, but people don’t have a right to harm. All people
everywhere should be treated like the human beings they are. The defects in all of us exist, some of us know
our defects and some of us deny our defects and think that they makes them not so. You can’t be perfect, no
one can. It’s a spiritual law. Break Every Chain!
We’ve seen the nation’s progress, let’s not digress. Let’s come together to prove that Love Trumps Hate
Forever…
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